Liver metastasis (LM) is one of the major causes of death in patients with colorectal cancer (CRC). Approxi mately 60% of CRC patients develop LM during the course of their illness. About 85% of these patients have unresectable disease at the time of presenta tion. Surgical resection is currently the only curative treatment for patients with colorectal LM (CRLM). In recent years, with the help of modern multimodality therapy including systemic chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and surgery, the outcomes of CRLM treatment have significantly improved. This article summarizes the current status of surgical treatment of CRLM including evaluation of resectability, treatment for resectable LM, conversion therapy and liver transplantation for unresectable cases, liver resection for recurrent CRLM and elderly patients, and surgery for concomitant hepatic and extrahepatic metastatic disease (EHMD). We believe that with the help of modern multimodality therapy, an aggressive oncosurgical approach should be implemented as it has the possibility of achieving a cure, even when EHMD is present in patients with CRLM. Author contributions: Dai CL and Xu F contributed to the study conception and design; Xu F, Tang B and Jin TQ performed the literature search and wrote the main manuscript text; Dai CL provided advice regarding the paper; all authors reviewed and approved the manuscript. 
INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a major health burden with a worldwide estimate of 1.4 million new cases annually, resulting in approximately 694000 deaths [1] . The liver is the most common metastatic target organ for CRC. It has been estimated that as many as 25% of patients with CRC have synchronous liver metastases (LM), and about 60% of patients are found with metachronous LM on follow-up examinations [2, 3] . LM is one of the major causes of death in patients with CRC [4] . Surgery for colorectal LM (CRLM) is increasingly being used as a part of multimodality treatment as it considerably improves the overall survival (OS) [5] . Unfortunately, only about 20% of CRLM patients have resectable cancer [6] . With the advent of highly effective chemotherapy and medical management, and advances in the surgical techniques of liver resection (LR), the pool of resectable patients with CRLM has expanded; metastatic lesions that were previously deemed terminal or nonsurgical are now being considered for surgical resection. According to recent reports, the 5-year survival of CRLM patients receiving surgery and neoadjuvant therapy has increased to up to 50% [7] . However, more than 70% of patients with CRLM after LR develop recurrence in the remnant liver [7, 8] . Therefore, surgical resection for resectable CRLM is still a controversial and evolving topic within the realm of surgical oncology. This article aims to summarize the current status of surgical treatment of CRLM.
EVALUATION OF RESECTABILITY OF LM

Definition of resectability of CRLM
Resectable CRLM has no definite definition, and the criteria for "resectable" disease have evolved with the development of newer surgical techniques and technology. The traditional resectable criteria of CRLM first proposed by Ekberg et al [9] in 1986 included fewer than four intrahepatic metastatic lesions, no extrahepatic metastatic disease (EHMD), and being able 717 WJCC|www.wjgnet.com Xu F et al . Surgery for colorectal liver metastases to achieve a resection margin (RM) of at least 1 cm. With the recent development of surgical techniques, including liver three-dimensional reconstruction imaging technology, portal vein embolization (PVE), and associated liver partition and portal venous ligation (PVL) for staged hepatectomy (ALPPS), indications of LR for metastatic lesions have gradually widened, although they still vary among different centers. In 2014, van Dam et al [10] have expanded the historical CRLM resection criteria to include patients with four or more LM that could be present in both the lobes, patients with centrally located tumors, and those with resectable extrahepatic disease. [10] . In 2015, a study conducted by Viganò et al [11] showed that hepatectomy was also safe in selected patients with eight or more LM, although these patients had a shorter 5-year OS (20.1% vs 44.2%) and recurrence-free survival (13.6% vs 28.7%) compared with patients with fewer than eight LM. It was gratifying to see that patients with eight or more LM, who had no risk factors including extrahepatic disease, no response to chemotherapy, and primary rectal cancer, had a similar 5-year OS to patients with fewer than eight LM (44% vs 44.2%) [11] . In 2017, Allard et al [12] evaluated the long-term outcomes after liver surgery for patients with 10 or more LM. The results showed that the 5-year OS of these patients was 30%. Patients who underwent a macroscopically complete (R0/R1) resection had 3-and 5-year OS rates of 61% and 39%, respectively, compared to 29% and 5% for patients with R2/no resection (P < 0.0001) [12] . Therefore, the number and even the size of LM lesions are no longer contraindications of resection, as long as all visible lesions can be resected with a tumor-free margin and sufficient remnant liver. The current criteria for resectability of CRLM are as follows: any tumor number, any tumor distribution in the liver, stable or resectable EHMD (excluding portal lymphadenopathy), functional liver remnant > 20% of the total liver volume, venous involvement amenable to venous resection or reconstruction, and a tumor-free margin [5] . We have summarized the current recommended criteria in comparison to traditional resectability criteria for CRLM in Table 1 .
However, the criteria of resectability may vary even amongst the most experienced hepatic surgeons due to their different surgical experiences and techniques. We suggest that the determination of CRLM resectability should be based on oncological principles and technical WJCC|www.wjgnet.com November 26, 2018|Volume 6|Issue 14| feasibility as outlined in the Hepato-Pancreato-Biliary Expert Consensus Statement 2012 [13] . If the patients have favorable factors such as maximal tumor size < 40 mm, age < 60 years, preoperative imaging using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and adjuvant chemotherapy, and the surgeons are confident to obtain a negative margin resection (R0) and sufficient remnant liver, the indication can be extended. If the patients have adverse prognostic factors associated with a very poor survival, such as no response to chemotherapy or unstable or unresectable extrahepatic disease, surgery may not be beneficial and the indications should be limited.
Imaging modalities
Sensitivity in detection of intrahepatic and extra hepatic metastases: The imaging methods useful for evaluating LM include trans-abdominal ultrasound (US), contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT), contrast-enhanced MRI, and positron emission tomography (PET). Although US is a primitive preoperative imaging modality, US along with contrast-enhanced US (CEUS) has been widely used for detecting LM in clinical practice [14] . Nevertheless, CEUS has the advantages of real-time observation and shows a high specificity for characterizing focal liver lesions, comparable to CT and MRI [15] . A meta-analysis has shown that the sensitivities of CT, MRI, and PET/CT for the diagnosis of CRLM are 82.1%, 93.1%, and 74.1%, respectively; while the specificities are 73.5%, 87.3%, and 93.9%, respectively [16] . A review of the literature indicates that MRI, especially gadoxetate disodium (Gd)-enhanced MRI, is more sensitive than CT for detecting a liver lesion of less than 1 cm, particularly 5 mm [17] . From a cost-effectiveness point of view, contrast-enhanced MRI can be cost-effective, provided that it replaces contrast-enhanced CT and has an improved diagnostic accuracy [18] . However, neoadjuvant chemotherapy significantly decreases the sensitivity of CT and MRI [16] . Gdenhanced and diffusion-weighted MRI in combination with contrast-enhanced 18 F-fluorodeoxyglucose PET/CT will allow confident detection of LM, which disappear on post-neoadjuvant chemotherapy contrast-enhanced CT [19] . In clinical practice, despite having limited sensitivity, CT appears to be adequate for determining the resectability of CRLM for the majority of patients.
The sensitivity and specificity of PET/CT for the detection of LM are similar to those of CT [20] . Most recent studies recommend PET/CT for the detection of occult distant metastases [21, 22] . It can detect 25% of extrahepatic lesions and avoid worthless surgery in approximately 20% of patients [23] . Therefore, PET/CT can significantly contribute to the staging of patients with CRLM [23, 24] . PET/CT staging is associated with a significantly improved actual long-term survival, thus providing valuable prognostic information that can guide surgical and oncological treatments [24] . However, in a randomized controlled trial, the use of PET/CT did not significantly affect the surgical management, compared with CT alone [25] . These findings raise concerns about the role of PET/CT in this setting. In spite of conflicting results, PET-CT may be useful for the detection of extrahepatic disease, particularly in patients with recurrent disease or a high tumor load (multinodular and/or large metastases) or for whom difficult hepatic resections are planned [26] . Preoperative anatomical localization: CT, MRI, and PET/CT are the mainstay methods used to assess the resectability of liver lesions. Of them, CT is the most common modality for the initial diagnosis of CRLM and is usually adequate for treatment planning. Staging of a patient with CRC includes a CT scan of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis to evaluate for metastatic disease, as the majority of metastases are clinically silent. The currently established standard for planning liver surgery is contrast-enhanced CT, which as a rule enables appropriate resection planning, e.g., a precise identification and localization of primary and secondary liver tumors as well as the anatomical relationship to extrahepatic and/or intrahepatic vascular and biliary structures.
Intraoperative detection: Intraoperative US (IOUS) with and without contrast enhancement is recommended as a screening modality for detecting additional LM not seen on routine preoperative imaging. The use of IOUS and contrast-enhanced IOUS (CE-IOUS) improves decision-making by providing the most sensitive form of liver staging. The results of a study conducted by Arita et al [27] showed that during surgery, 25 additional nodules were newly identified using IOUS, among which 21 patients had histologically proven CRLM. Twentytwo additional nodules were newly identified using CE-IOUS, among which 17 nodules in 16 patients were histologically diagnosed as CRLM. The planned surgical procedure was modified based on the IOUS and CE-IOUS findings in 12 and 14 patients, respectively [27] . Laparoscopic US combined with laparoscopic realtime near-infrared fluorescence imaging can enhance the sensitivity of detection [28] . This may be particularly important in the era of laparoscopic resections, in which surgeons lose the opportunity to palpate the liver.
Evaluation of the future liver remnant
Post-hepatectomy liver failure (PHLF) is a significant cause of morbidity and mortality. Independent predictors of PHLF can be categorized into three main categories: Patient-related, liver-related, and surgeryrelated factors [29] . The most crucial patient-related factors affecting the outcome of LR are the volume and function of the FLR. Therefore, preoperative evaluation of the FLR volume and estimation of the functional capacity of the liver should be performed before major LR in patients with a normal liver. Moreover, this evaluation should be conducted even when performing minor LRs in patients with diseased livers.
Several studies have reported on the impact of FLR volumetric analysis on the outcomes of LR [30, 31] . Generally speaking, the FLR size should be at least 20% for patients with normal livers and those who have received chemotherapy for no more than 12 wk [32] ; however, considering that there is significant chemotherapy-associated steatohepatitis or sinusoidal obstruction in those receiving preoperative chemotherapy for more than a 12-wk duration or more than eight cycles, this cut-off value should be increased to 30%-40% in order to avoid postoperative liver failure [32, 33] . The reason for this increase is that the risks of major complications, liver failure, and mortality increase to 47%, 20%, and 13%, respectively, if the FLR is < 20% of the total volume [34] . Preoperative evaluation of the FLR by virtual segmental volumetry using threedimensional CT has been found to be superior to that estimated using standard equations [30, 31, 35] . Liver function can be assessed by biochemical tests, the indocyanine green (ICG) clearance test, and 99m Tcmebrofenin hepatobiliary scintigraphy (HBS). The ICG clearance test is primarily used to assess the hepatic function in patients with primary liver cancer and druginduced liver injury with good accuracy [36] [37] [38] . However, its accuracy to predict the extent of chemotherapyassociated liver injury is not good. A study by Wakiya et al [38] has found that the preoperative ICG retention rate at 15 min (ICGR15) did not strongly correlate with the pathological sinusoidal injury and steatohepatitis scores in CRLM patients. The sensitivity and specificity of the ICG test for detecting pathological liver injury were 47% and 75%, respectively [33] . In order to perform a Tc-mebrofenin HBS is an effective method for determining liver function and can also provide information about the function of the segmental liver tissue; in addition, it has a good correlation with the ICGR15 [39] . Moreover, it is a validated tool to assess the total and remnant liver function [40] . However, this method is not practical in clinical practice and has not been widely used.
In general, assessment of the FLR function should be conducted by combining the Child-Pugh score, FLR volume, and ICGR15 test results.
TREATMENT OF RESECTABLE CRLM
Timing of treatment in patients with synchronous CRLM
Optimal surgical management of patients with synchronous CRLM is still controversial. There are three main types of surgical strategies for synchronous CRLM patients [41] . The first type involves removal of the primary colorectal tumor, followed by chemotherapy and about 3-6 mo later with resection of LM as the final step (classic or bowel-first). The second type is synchronous resection of the primary tumor and LM in the same surgical procedure (combined). The third approach, commonly termed as the reverse or liverfirst approach, involves LM resection as the first step, followed by chemo(radio)therapy, and removal of the primary tumor as the last step. The classical approach and the liver-first approach are both two-stage surgical procedures. In 2018, data from 1830 patients who lived in the United Kingdom showed that the percentages of patients who underwent the classical approach, the simultaneous approach, and the liver-first approach were 71.1%, 14.8%, and 14.2%, respectively [42] . The main advantages of the classical approach are avoidance of bowel-related complications (large bowel obstruction, bleeding, perforation, etc.) from the primary tumor and prevention of disease progression from the primary lesion. On the other hand, the main advantages of the liver-first approach are that it is possible to treat the metastatic disease before the resectable CRLM become unresectable and, as the liver is not exposed to chemoradiation, less FLR is required and fewer liver-related postoperative complications are caused. Hence, at most centers, the patients treated by the liver-first approach have more and larger LM compared to patients planned for the classical approach, and the primary tumor has no obvious obstruction, bleeding, or asymptomatic evidence [43, 44] . A study of 623 patients with synchronous CRLM, of which 377 were treated by the classical approach and 246 by the liver-first approach, revealed that patients chosen for the classical approach more often had T4 primary tumors (23% vs 14%) and node-positive disease (70% vs 61%). The liver-first approach group had a higher patients had progressive disease, 22 had stable disease, and 35 had partial response according to the RECIST criteria [55] . Among the patients with partial response, 29 had histopathologic downstaging [55] . Although its use remains controversial, several groups have found a positive survival benefit in synchronous CRLM patients with neoCTx [55] . A propensity score matching analysis of 149 patients showed that the 3-year DFS rate was significantly higher in patients with neoCTx than in those without (34.2% vs 16.8%, respectively) [56] .
Furthermore, patients with partial response to neoCTx had better survival rates than those with stable or progressive disease [55] . Analysis of a single-institution prospective database including 1211 patients showed that the actual 10-year survival rate after resection of CRLM was 24%, with a 20% cure rate [57] . The authors suggested that preoperative strategies such as neoCTx would improve the actual 10-year survival and cure rates of patients with both a high clinical risk score and extrahepatic disease [57] . However, a twocenter study over a 22-year period showed that neither the OS nor recurrence rates were improved using neoCTx in patients with solitary CRLM who underwent curative LR [58] . NeoCTx seems to be more beneficial for resectable patients with risk factors associated with an unfavorable prognosis.
Neoadjuvant bevacizumab-based chemotherapy has been found to be associated with a better OS in patients who underwent LR of synchronous CRLM, especially in patients treated by the classical approach [59] . However, the new EPOC randomized controlled trial for resectable CRLM showed that the progression-free survival was significantly shorter in the chemotherapy plus cetuximab group than in the chemotherapy alone group (14.1 mo vs 20.5 mo) [60] . Therefore, it is still unclear whether targeted therapy with cetuximab or bevacizumab should be offered with chemotherapy in the preoperative setting for resectable patients.
In summary, there are no significant differences in the outcomes between these three approaches in patients with synchronous CRLM [42] . The current evidence is insufficient to decide upon the optimal strategy for a given patient with synchronous CRLM. The timing of the resection and the type of surgical approach should be based on the patient characteristics and the protocols followed by individual centers. Individualized treatment should be offered by a multidisciplinary team after discussing the risks and benefits of each approach with the patient. We prefer concurrent surgery for eligible patients. Otherwise, we choose the classical approach or the liver-first approach based on the severity of the primary tumor and LM. In patients treated with neoCTx, there are chances of chemotherapy-related liver injury after receiving chemotherapeutic drugs. Hence, LR should be scheduled at 4-6 wk after the last day of conventional chemotherapy or 7-8 wk after the last day of bevacizumab-based chemotherapy [55, 59] .
November 26, 2018|Volume 6|Issue 14| liver tumor burden score (4.1 vs 3.6). Yet, no difference was seen in the 5-year OS between the two groups (54% vs 49%) [45] . However, these staged surgical treatments have some shortcomings. First, patients need a second surgery, thereby increasing the length of hospital stay and health care costs [46] . Second, the median time from the first to the second operation varies between 4.7-7 mo for patients treated using the classical approach and 2-9 mo for patients treated using the liver-first approach [45, 47] . Another problem is that 16.3%-35% of liver-first and bowel-first patients fail to proceed to the second operation due to postoperative complications or disease progression [43, 47] . The advocates of staged surgical treatment suggest that the progression of LM or the primary tumor after the first operation is characteristic of aggressive tumor biology; therefore, allowing a period of time to see if there is progression avoids performing extensive resections in those who will not benefit [48, 49] . With improvements in LR techniques, the proportion of patients undergoing either a liver-first approach or a simultaneous approach has increased in recent years, from 26.8% in 2010 to 35.6% in 2015 [42] .
Several studies have demonstrated that simultaneous resection can be safely performed in appropriately selected patients [50] [51] [52] . A study of 1430 patients with synchronous CRLM has revealed that the combined procedure is equally safe compared to the staged procedure in patients undergoing complex operations, and it should be considered as the first strategy due to its advantages of reduced readmission within 30 d, faster recovery, shorter hospital stay, decreased hospital cost, and same rates of major events or anastomotic leak [51] . A study conducted by Silberhumer's team also validated that there was no significant difference in the OS and DFS between the simultaneously resected and staged-resected patients, with 1-year survival rates of 90.5% and 92.6%, respectively, and 5-year survival rates of 38.5% and 38.9%, respectively [50] . However, Nanji et al [53] have argued that a selection bias resulted in better outcomes favoring the simultaneous approach because patients who underwent the simultaneous approach had fewer and smaller liver lesions and received less invasive resections. A meta-analysis and review recommended the following criteria to select patients for a simultaneous resection: Age < 70 years, LR of no more than three segments, colonic resection (especially a right-sided colectomy), and exclusion of coexisting severe conditions [54] . In short, simultaneous resection can be the recommended surgical approach in appropriately selected patients as it offers benefits to both the patients and the healthcare system. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (neoCTx) can control systemic disease, eliminate micro-metastatic disease, and even downsize metastatic liver lesions and the primary tumor. A study of 62 patients who underwent neoCTx, despite having resectable disease, found that 5
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RM
There are several factors affecting the prognosis after curative hepatectomy for CRLM, which include RM, size, number and location of LM, synchronous LM, stage of the primary colorectal tumor, peritoneal dissemination and so on [61, 62] . Among these factors, only the RM is under the surgeon's direct control and can be modified to achieve optimal outcomes. To date, there is no consensus on the universal definition of a ''positive'' RM for CRLM. A positive RM is one of the risk factors for intrahepatic recurrence after curative resection of LM and is independently associated with the OS [63] . The results of a study on 2368 CRLM patients showed that all margin widths, including submillimeter margins, correlated with a prolonged OS, compared with an R1 resection, and that a tumor-free RM width > 1 cm had the longest median OS [63] . In the case of multiple LM, the R1 margin status was also associated with a worse OS among patients with a positive margin associated with the largest CRLM lesion [64] . A recent meta-analysis demonstrated that an R0 resection with a margin width > 1 cm was associated with both an improved DFS and OS, compared with an R0 resection with narrower margins, and that the RM (> 1 mm vs < 1 mm) was significantly associated with an improved OS at all time points [65] . These findings suggest that a LR with a negative RM should be performed whenever possible. Traditionally, a RM of at least 10 mm is considered the gold standard [66] . However, the controversy over the prognostic role of hepatic RM width continues.
Numerous studies have found that patients with subcentimeter or submillimeter margin widths do not have worse survival rates, suggesting the wider use of parenchymal-sparing hepatectomy (PSH) for CRLM in order to preserve the FLR [67] [68] [69] [70] . In PSH, the aim is to obtain an oncologic resection with minimal tumorfree margins so as to preserve as much of the liver parenchyma as possible. Advocates of PSH argue that even a 1-mm tumor-free margin is sufficient in patients with CRLM [68] . Another systematic review reveals that the safety profile and oncologic outcomes of PSH are similar to those of anatomic LR for CRLM [70] . Hence, PSH may be considered an appropriate surgical approach in patients with CRLM.
Some researchers believe that it is tumor biology, not the surgical approach, that determines the prognosis [63, 71] . The prolonged OS observed with submillimeter margins is not because the submillimeter R0 margin allows patients to survive longer; instead, submillimeter margin clearance is more likely to be achieved only when patients have good tumor biology [63] . The R0 resection rate and survival rate were higher among patients with CRLM having a fibrous capsule around the liver lesions than in those without it [72] . The KRAS mutation status also impacts the effect of the margin status on survival. A tumor-free margin provided a survival benefit to only patients with wild-type KRAS tumors, and the margin width was not found to be a prognostic factor in those with a KRAS mutant gene, in whom the OS with an R0 margin was similar to that in those with microscopically positive margins [67, 71] . With the progress in modern chemotherapy, the prognostic influence of the RM status on survival has been studied but continues to remain controversial. A study of 466 CRLM patients showed that neoCTx did not influence the 5-year OS and DFS rates of the R0 group, but it had a positive influence on the R1 group [73] . Additionally, the OS and DFS rates were similar between R1 and R0 resections in patients treated with neoCTx [73] . Another research study also reported that the 5-year OS was not significantly associated with the margin status in bevacizumab-treated patients (46.8% vs 33% after R0 vs R1 resection, P = 0.081), in whom the 5-year survival rate was slightly worse (presumably reflecting more advanced disease) than among patients treated with cytotoxic agents alone [74] . Moreover, a prospective study of 334 patients with solitary CRLM showed that neoCTx did not influence survival, in either the entire patient group or in the subgroups with a positive or negative RM, but the patients treated with neoCTx and having a positive RM had a poorer survival than those with a negative RM [75] . The clear benefit for chemotherapy has been demonstrated in the adjuvant setting by several studies in which postoperative chemotherapy was found to be protective from recurrence regardless of the RM status [69, 73, 75, 76] . Patients with a postoperative performance status > 2, who did not receive adjuvant chemotherapy, had a decreased progression-free survival and OS after LR for CRLM [77] . In summary, a wide RM (> 1 cm) should be attempted whenever possible. LR should not be precluded if narrower margins are anticipated in patients with multiple lesions or when resection borders are limited due to major vascular-biliary structures, since a submillimeter tumor-free margin may also improve survival.
Application of ablative techniques
Ablative techniques were initially used in patients with unresectable CRLM. In 2015, an international panel of ablation experts proposed that percutaneous ablation is suitable for patients with technically inoperable but limited liver disease and for those with limited liver reserve or co-morbidities that render them inoperable [78] . However, due to their safety, tolerability, repeatability, and less invasiveness, these techniques have been used to treat resectable CRLM patients [79] . A study of 53 resectable CRLM patients treated by LR or radiofrequency ablation (RFA) showed that the 1-, 3-, and 5-year cumulative survival rates in the RFA group were not significantly different compared to those of the LR group (85.7% vs 87.5%, 38.1% vs 53.1%, and 14.2% vs 31.3%, respectively), but the 1-, 3-and 5-year recurrence-free survival rates in the RFA group were significantly less than those in the LR group (76 [80] . A meta-analysis also pointed out that compared to patients treated by LR, the recurrence rate with RFA was higher than that of surgery [81] . Although the median survival time with microwave ablation and RFA in the treatment of CRLM was similar, the local recurrence rate with RFA was significantly higher than that of microwave ablation [82, 83] . A study by Mulier et al [84] further disclosed that the local recurrence rate of open RFA was equivalent to that of LR for tumors < 3 cm; but for larger tumors, the local recurrence rate was higher. Ablation techniques are also often used in combination with hepatectomy, and the approach is usually named as combined intra-operative ablation and resection (CARe). The use of CARe is especially suitable for patients with multiple LM. With CARe, the small lesions are ablated and the large lesions are resected, with the aim of preserving as much liver parenchyma as possible. The prognosis of patients treated with CARe has been found to be comparable to that of patients treated by LR alone [85, 86] . In addition, retaining as much liver volume as possible helps to perform a salvage hepatectomy, if required, which increases the survival rate after recurrence of LM [87] . Additionally, ablation is also a suitable alternative to hepatic resection for isolated hepatic recurrence after surgery for CRLM, and it is associated with a better OS compared with systemic chemotherapy alone; therefore, ablation should be considered for patients with resectable liver recurrence who are unfit or unwilling to accept LR [88] . Aliyev et al [89] found that in comparison with the LR group, RFA patients have a higher American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) score (3.0 vs 2.6, respectively, P = 0.002), a more frequent incidence of cardiopulmonary comorbidities (60% vs 38%, respectively, P = 0.045), and tumors located deeper in the liver parenchyma (39% vs 12%). Although ablation seemed to be associated with a shorter progressionfree survival, post-procedure morbidity was significantly lower with ablation. A meta-analysis pointed out that patients treated with RFA had a shorter hospital stay and fewer complications, compared to those treated by LR [81] . The incidence of complications with microwave ablation and RFA in the treatment of CRLM was similar [82, 83] . In brief, ablation is only suitable for selected patients with LM of less than 3 cm, tumors located deep in the liver parenchyma, patients with a high ASA score, or cardiopulmonary comorbidities. Furthermore, the heat-sink effect should be taken into consideration while treating LM located near vessels as the size of the ablation zone is affected by the flow rate and the distance from the vessels [90] .
Minimally invasive LR
Laparoscopic LR (LLR), characterized by "less invasiveness," is becoming increasingly popular for the treatment of primary and metastatic liver malignancies. The Oslo-Comet randomized controlled trial compared laparoscopic and open LR for CRLM and revealed that LLR was associated with a significantly lower postoperative complication rate (19% vs 31%, P = 0.021), a shorter hospital stay (56 h vs 96 h, P < 0.001), and a higher cost-efficiency; whereas there were no differences in the blood loss, operative time, resection margins, or 90-d mortality [91] . A recent meta-analysis demonstrated that a limited number (two or fewer) of metastases located in the left lateral segments are more suitable for LLR [92] . Moreover, the initial LLR for CRLM was associated with less inflammation, surgical stress, and postoperative adhesion, allowing a higher chance of repeated hepatectomies if recurrence occurred [93] . Concerning the technical difficulties and narrow operative field exposure, LLR for a major hepatectomy was adopted less frequently, but it was only attempted by a few specialized centers with a high volume of patients [94] . The da Vinci surgical system, also known as robotassisted LR, is believed to overcome the disadvantages of a laparoscopy [95] . Robot-assisted LR is performed through a series of flexible mechanical arms, allowing more degrees of freedom, which can effectively avoid the "fulcrum effect" caused by rigid laparoscopic instruments. What's more, the robotic approach makes the surgical procedure more precise by providing three-dimensional vision and avoiding hand tremors. Therefore, robot-assisted LR can be used in narrow spaces or curved transections, and it is particularly suitable for the handling of metastases located in the posterior-superior segments [96] . Standard laparoscopy or robot-assisted LR for minor LRs can be performed with favorable perioperative and long-term outcomes. Nevertheless, the robotic approach offers more benefits for a major hepatectomy and challenging cases [97] .
TREATMENT OF UNRESECTABLE CRLM
Some patients are initially considered to have unresectable CRLM due to the size, number, and location of the LM and other poor prognostic factors. However, it should be noted that the definition of unresectable CRLM is not widely recognized at this moment. In 2013, Takahashi and colleagues proposed the definition of unresectability as follows: multiple bilobar LM that require resection of more than 70% of the nontumorous liver for removal of all tumors leading to an inadequate FLR, tumors invading all three hepatic veins, tumors invading both the left and right branches of the hepatic artery or portal vein, and extrahepatic metastasis other than resectable pulmonary metastasis [98] . As previously mentioned, CRLM occupying bilateral liver lobes or an inadequate tumor-free FLR is a challenge. The metastatic disease is often considered unresectable if it is not possible to radically excise all of the lesions while preserving at least two contiguous segments with an adequate FLR volume, blood flow, and biliary November 26, 2018|Volume 6|Issue 14| Xu F et al . Surgery for colorectal liver metastases drainage [99] . Tumor shrinkage and FLR hypertrophy are the two most widely used approaches for converting unresectable CRLM to resectable disease.
With the availability of effective chemotherapy regimens and the development of innovative surgical techniques, an increasing number of patients whose disease is initially considered unresectable may find that their disease has become resectable following treatment. This process is known as conversion therapy. There are several methods to convert unresectable disease to a resectable state.
PVE or PVL
Preoperative PVE is the most widely used method for inducing atrophy of the liver segments to be resected and hypertrophy of the FLR, which can convert unresectable cancer into resectable cancer [100] [101] [102] [103] . PVE is mainly used in patients when the preoperative FLR is < 25% of the total liver volume [103] . It takes about 4-6 wk following PVE for liver hypertrophy to occur. Recently, Xiao et al [100] have presented a new strategy for terminal branch portal vein embolization after six cycles of neoadjuvant therapy, which increases the FLR and causes remarkable tumor shrinkage, thus making LR feasible in 2 wk. However, there is an ongoing controversy surrounding PVE regarding the short-term safety of PVE and its long-term oncological benefit. A systematic review including 539 patients treated by PVE showed that 30% of these patients did not undergo LR, mostly due to tumor progression (84%); the median OS time in patients with PVE and non-PVE was 38.9 mo and 45.6 mo, respectively; the median DFS time was 15.7 (PVE) and 21.4 (non-PVE) mo, respectively [104] . Hence, some researchers believe that PVE should be carefully used because the usage of PVE in bilobar CRLM patients can accelerate the progression of disease in the remnant liver [105, 106] . In contrast, other recent studies discovered that tumor progression after PVE has not been shown to affect the OS, and PVE followed by hepatectomy has been shown to be a safe and feasible strategy for unresectable CRLM [102, 103, 107] . A propensity score matched study of major LR with or without preoperative PVE showed that the PVE group and non-PVE group achieved similar 5-year OS (16% vs 9%, P = 0.776) and 3-year progression-free survival rates (14% vs 14%, P = 0.866), but it was remarkable that the PVE group had more extensive disease in terms of the number and diameter of LM and more often had synchronous disease [103] . PVL is another method to increase the FLR volume. A systematic review and meta-analysis showed that no significant differences were found in the rates of FLR hypertrophy [43.2% (PVE) vs 38.5% (PVL), P = 0.39] or in post-intervention mortality and morbidity [108] . However, the numbers of cancelled hepatic resections due to inadequate hypertrophy were significantly lower after PVL. But at the same time, PVL is more invasive 723 WJCC|www.wjgnet.com than PVE because this method needs to be performed by laparoscopy or laparotomy [108] . For patients with bilobar CRLM requiring a major hepatectomy, the two-stage hepatectomy with PVE/ PVL is the only curative option. In stage 1, the small metastatic lesions in FLR are resected in combination with synchronous PVL or percutaneous PVE after the operation to stimulate the growth of the FLR. Once the FLR becomes adequate, in the second stage, extensive LR is performed. This two-stage hepatectomy reduces the risk of liver failure and increases the chances of remission. Levi Sandri et al [109] reported their 10-year experience of two-stage hepatectomy in 46 patients with CRLM, among which 38 patients underwent PVL and the other patients underwent PVE. They observed that the long-term OS was 52 mo from the time of the first liver surgery [109] . A recent study has compared twostage hepatectomy with one-stage major hepatectomy plus contralateral LR or ablation, and the results are encouraging. The two-stage hepatectomy group had fewer postoperative major complications (14% vs 26%, P = 0.03) and less hepatic failure (6% vs 20%, P = 0.001). Moreover, the two-stage hepatectomy group achieved a higher 5-year OS rate (35% vs 24%, P = 0.016) [48] . Although the two-stage hepatectomy approach is well established, it has been reported that almost one-third of patients fail to receive the second surgery due to tumor progression after the first surgery or an insufficient FLR [110] . Hence, how to deal with tumors in the FLR is extremely important. First, the appropriate selection of patients who are unlikely to experience tumor progression is vital, and this requires further study of tumor biology and the tumor microenvironment [104, 109] . Second, multidisciplinary treatment such as neoadjuvant chemotherapy and transarterial chemoembolization should be tried to slow down the tumor progression [101] . Third, several methods including partial resection and ablation can be used to remove or destroy the tumors [48] .
In conclusion, we recommend PVE as the preferred strategy to increase the FLR volume because it is a minimally invasive procedure for patients who do not need a staged LR. But in patients undergoing a twostage hepatectomy, PVL is an ideal option because it can be performed intraoperatively and can avoid the additional cost of postoperative PVE with comparable outcomes as PVE.
ALPPS
In order to overcome the long waiting period for FLR regeneration after PVE/PVL, a new concept of LR called ALPPS, which allows rapid liver growth, was first described in 2012 [111] . This procedure mainly includes two stages. In stage 1, the right portal vein is ligated with the simultaneous splitting of the liver parenchyma, usually along the falciform ligament or Cantlie's line, and resection of metastasis from the FLR. Stage 2 includes specimen removal after several days, once the target FLR is achieved. The median time interval between the two stages of ALPPS is typically 8-11 d, which is significantly shorter than that of other methods [111] [112] [113] . A multicenter randomized controlled trial showed that the resection rate was higher in the ALPPS arm compared with the two-stage hepatectomy arm (92% vs 57%), with no differences in complications (ClavienDindo ≥ 3a) (43% vs 43%), 90-d mortality (8.3% vs 6.1%), or R0 resection rate (77% vs 57%) [112] . However, a multicenter matched case-control study showed that the feasibility of ALPPS for CRLM was not significantly better than that of a two-stage hepatectomy, whereas the perioperative complications were obviously increased in the ALLPS group [113] . Another matched case-control study demonstrated that early oncologic outcomes of patients with advanced LM receiving ALPPS were not superior to the matched patients receiving systemic treatment with palliative intent [114] . A very recent meta-analysis also revealed that there was no difference in the final postoperative FLR between ALPPS and two-stage hepatectomy in patients with unresectable CRLM, but the morbidity and mortality rates were higher with ALPPS [115] . Recent studies have confirmed that ALPPS can be used as an alternative rescue procedure after unsuccessful PVE or two-stage hepatectomy; it has been shown to be safe and effective in those patients who failed to achieve FLR > 30% [112, 116, 117] . Rescue ALPPS can allow previously unresectable disease to become amenable to surgery. In addition, a KRAS mutation has been found to be an independent predictor of poor survival after ALPPS [118] . Therefore, although ALPPS may be a suitable approach for these patients, appropriate patient selection and proper preoperative counselling about the risks and benefits of the procedure are essential in order to achieve good outcomes. Liberal use of imaging studies and discussion with radiologists can help to obtain crucial preoperative and perioperative information, which may change the surgical plan and contribute to better oncologic outcomes [119] .
Conversion chemotherapy
Chemotherapeutic and targeted biological agents can be used in unresectable cases to achieve tumor shrinkage so as to allow potentially curative resection. FOLFOX (oxaliplatin, fluorouracil, and leucovorin) and FOLFIRI (irinotecan, leucovorin, and fluorouracil) are the two standard chemotherapy regimens for unresectable CRLM. According to recent data, approximately 24%-52% of unresectable CRLM patients could be treated by conversion hepatectomy after receiving first-line systemic chemotherapy or hepatic artery infusion [120] [121] [122] . After conversion hepatectomy, these patients could achieve survival rates similar to those of patients who underwent an LR initially, with a predicted 5-year survival rate with conversion hepatectomy of 63%-76% [120] [121] [122] . 724 WJCC|www.wjgnet.com
The combination of FOLFOX or FOLFIRI with other drugs and targeted therapy for unresectable disease has been tested in clinical trials. Among these combined regimens, anti-epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) antibodies such as cetuximab and panitumumab as well as anti-vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VGFR) monoclonal antibodies such as bevacizumab are the main components that have been proven to increase the response rate and tumor shrinkage [123] [124] [125] . The mutant-type (mt) KRAS status predisposes a patient with CRLM to a worse recurrence-free survival and OS, possibly as a result of aggressive tumor biology [126] . The KRAS mutation status remains an important predictor of response to these therapies. In patients with wildtype (wt) KRAS unresectable CRLM, the use of an anti-EGFR or anti-VGFR monoclonal antibody combined with standard chemotherapy regimens (FOLFOX or FOLFIRI) is not only preferred for the conversion to potentially curative resection, but it also improves the response rate, progression-free survival, and OS [123] [124] [125] 127] . The results of a phase Ⅱ trial comparing the efficacy of panitumumab plus FOLFOX4 or FOLFIRI for unresectable wt-KRAS CRLM revealed that both the combined regimens achieved a high rate of early tumor shrinkage and offered a greater chance of curative resection [125] . In addition, the EREBUS cohort study performed to assess the effectiveness of cetuximab in wt-KRAS patients in real practice showed that the rate of CRLM resection was 27.2%, the 24-mo probability of CRLM resection was 33.6%, the median progressionfree survival was 9.2 mo for the total cohort and 13.0 mo for resected patients, and the median OS was 23.0 mo for the total cohort and was not reached after 36 mo for those who were resected [123] . Moreover, bevacizumab is effective in both wt-KRAS and mt-KRAS patients [124, [127] [128] [129] . A randomized clinical trial showed that among patients with untreated wt-KRAS metastatic colorectal cancer, there was no significant difference in the OS between the addition of cetuximab or bevacizumab to chemotherapy as the initial biological treatment [127] . Furthermore, a study by Hatano et al [129] involving patients who received mFOLFOX6 with either bevacizumab or cetuximab based on their KRAS status disclosed that the overall response rate was 64.7% (wt/mt, 77.3%/41.7%, P = 0.04) and the overall conversion hepatectomy rate was 67.6% (wt/mt, 77.2%/50.0%, P = 0.09).
Recently, an interesting discovery reported by several researchers was that the primary tumor location is associated with the oncological outcomes: a primary tumor located on the right side had a worse prognosis than a tumor located on the left side [130, 131] . Therefore, cetuximab and panitumumab are only recommended for left-sided primary tumors with wt-KRAS CRLM. After resection of the downsized LM, routine adjuvant chemotherapy should be given to reduce the chances of tumor recurrence. The most preferred regimen for postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy is mFOLFOX6 for [132] . In addition, there are some predictors of longterm survival in patients receiving conversion chemotherapy followed by LR for CRLM. First, earlytumor shrinkage and the partial response rate by RECIST criteria are the most powerful predictors of a long survival. Moreover, early-tumor shrinkage > 30% after 8 wk of chemotherapy is significantly associated with the OS. The greater the depth of response, the longer the median duration of response and the higher the OS [133, 134] . Second, a left-sided primary tumor resection prolonged the median OS; however, for colon cancer patients with right-sided tumors, resection showed no benefit [130, 131] . Third, the patients with a carcinoembryonic antigen half-life after the third chemotherapeutic course of less than 20 d had a significantly better progression-free survival and OS [135] . Fourth, a favorable pathological tumor response was independently associated with the DFS [55] . These prognostic factors are helpful in selecting ideal candidates for this strategy and also can guide the clinical management of patients. We propose that the use of anti-EGFR or anti-VGFR monoclonal antibody combined with standard chemotherapy regimens (FOLFOX or FOLFIRI) should be the first choice for unresectable CRLM patients based on the KRAS mutant status.
Liver transplantation for unresectable CRLM
Liver transplantation can be regarded as the "ultimate" LR and is now gaining increasing interest for unresectable CRLM [6] . Liver transplantation for LM in the early 1990s achieved very poor perioperative outcomes and was abandoned [136] . However, in the past two decades, with dramatic improvements in surgical techniques and neoadjuvant therapy, which includes irinotecan, oxaliplatin, cetuximab, and bevacizumab, the prognosis of appropriately selected patients who underwent liver transplantation has improved, with 5-year OS rates reportedly reaching more than 50%, which is comparable with chemotherapy and other treatments for unresectable disease [137] [138] [139] . Toso et al [138] published an encouraging result of 12 patients with unresectable CRLM who underwent liver transplantation. The OS rates were 83%, 62%, and 50% at 1, 3, and 5 years, respectively. Most importantly, five patients had no recurrence and were still alive during the follow-up period, thus showing that long-term DFS can also be achieved through liver transplantation [138] . However, liver transplantation continues to remain a controversial treatment for unresectable CRLM.
The most important limiting factor for further use of liver transplantation is the shortage of grafts available. Quite a few patients have died due to tumor progression while waiting for a proper donor liver. Recurrence and death are still common after liver transplantation. In addition, ethical issues also remain to be resolved. Accounting for these reasons, distributing deceased donor grafts to patients with 725 WJCC|www.wjgnet.com CRLM does not seem appropriate (at this point) as it will most likely impact the lives of other patients on the waiting list. Therefore, defining the patient population that would benefit the most from liver transplantation is crucial. Selection strategies should be based on prognostic factors found to be favorable for survival: diameter of the largest CLM < 55 mm, time interval of > 2 years between colorectal and transplant operations, pre-liver transplantation carcinoembryonic antigen level < 80 ng/mL, and responsive or stable disease under chemotherapy [140] . Further studies are needed to refine the risk stratification and optimize patient selection. Fortunately, several trials are ongoing to further address the potential of liver transplantation for unresectable CRLM [137, 141] .
REPEAT LR FOR RECURRENT INTRAHEPATIC CRLM
After the initial LR, the recurrence rate of CRLM has been estimated to be as high as 56.7%, with the most common site being the remnant liver [142] . There are several alternatives such as repeat hepatectomy, ablation, stereotactic body radiation therapy, transcatheter arterial chemoembolization, and systemic chemotherapy for the treatment of intrahepatic recurrent CRLM. Among these therapies, a repeat LR has been found to be feasible, effective, and potentially curative in some selected patients. The postoperative morbidity rate following the initial hepatectomy is not significantly different from that after a repeated hepatectomy, although repeated LR is associated with more perioperative risks due to dense adhesions, altered liver anatomy, and reduced liver remnant after the initial operation [143, 144] . Moreover, postoperative complications after aggressive repeated hepatectomy for CRLM adversely affects the oncological outcomes [143] . Several studies have evaluated the long-term outcomes of repeated LR. A recent meta-analysis showed that compared with the initial LR, repeated LR has comparable postoperative outcomes and a similar longterm survival [145] . The 5-year survival rate was > 40% after repeated LR despite the DFS being lower than that of the initial hepatectomy [143, 146, 147] . Furthermore, redohepatectomy for single recurrent CRLM is as effective as primary surgical treatment for single CRLM. However, redo-hepatectomy for multiple recurrent CRLM is less effective than that for single recurrent CRLM [144] . Multiple CRLM, large tumor size, extrahepatic metastases, and short tumor-free interval predict significantly poor outcomes [144, 148] . Therefore, only selected patients are suitable for repeated surgery.
We believe that the following criteria suggested by Luo et al [149] , according to a systemic review and meta-analysis, can be used to select patients for repeated LR, which is associated with a significantly longer survival compared with other treatment therapies such as RFA, transarterial chemoembolization, radiation, and chemotherapy: (1) DFS after initial LR > 1 year; (2) solitary CRLM; (3) unilobar CRLM; (4) maximal size of CRLM at the second LR < 5 cm; (5) absence of extrahepatic disease during the second hepatic resection; and (6) R0 resection at the second hepatectomy [149] .
LR IN ELDERLY PATIENTS WITH CRLM
Patients aged over 65 years are often considered elderly [150, 151] . Several papers have assessed the impact of age on morbidity and mortality following hepatectomy for CRLM. Although postoperative morbidity and mortality are significantly higher in those with an advanced age, LR for CRLM seems justified in selected elderly patients [151] [152] [153] . In a study on elderly patients, a major hepatectomy was found to be safe and feasible in the selected octogenarian patients, with no significant differences in the perioperative outcomes, DFS, or OS [154] . Mäkelä et al [155] have reported that even in the oldest patients (age > 80 years), favorable long-term survival can be achieved by surgical resection. As there is a higher possibility of noncancer-related deaths in elderly patients during the follow-up period, a slightly lower long-term survival is acceptable. Therefore, an elderly age should not be considered a contraindication to hepatic resection of CRLM. The main concern is the higher rate of postoperative complications caused by co-morbidities such as cardiopulmonary and cerebrovascular diseases [156] . These pre-existing disorders are frequently related to an increased difficulty in giving anesthesia and conducting an operation, with the risk of postoperative death. Hence, the strict assessment of the preoperative general condition and the careful selection of elderly patients are the keys to achieve satisfactory short-and long-term outcomes. Recent research has advocated the use of cardiopulmonary exercise testing for preoperative evaluation and enhanced recovery after surgery as a part of postoperative management in elderly patients [157] . The authors showed that in appropriately selected patients, the postoperative outcomes were comparable to the younger counterparts [157] . Considering the potential advantage of a minimally invasive approach for elderly patients such as less trauma and faster recovery, laparoscopic and robotassisted LR have been attempted. Martínez-Cecilia et al [150] expanded the use of LLR for elderly patients,
and their results suggested that LLR offers equivalent oncological outcomes, with a reduction in both minor and major postoperative morbidities in those aged > 70 years. Even compared with laparoscopic RFA, LLR for elderly people was safe and tolerable, with similar perioperative outcomes [158] . It seems that LLR for CRLM in elderly patients is a promising treatment option. Therefore, further randomized controlled trials are required to determine the real benefits and risks associated with LLR.
ROLE OF LR IN THE PRESENCE OF
EXTRA-HEPATIC METASTATIC DISEASE
In CRC patients, 23%-38% of them have or will develop EHMD [159, 160] . In the early 1990s, EHMD was considered as one of the contraindications of CRLM resection because of its low 5-year survival rate [161] . A population-based study of 15133 CRC patients showed that patients with isolated lung metastases had better cancer-specific survival and OS as compared to patients with metastases to the liver, bone, and brain [162] .
Therefore, limited EHMD such as pulmonary EHMD is now no longer a contraindication of LR and patients can receive a R0 resection as long as the FLR is sufficient so that the patient can tolerate the major surgery of both the liver and EHMD [57, 163, 164] . The cure rate reached 19% in patients who received potentially curative resection of both the liver and EHMD [164] ; this rate is comparable to CRLM patients without EHMD who received hepatectomy [57] . The median OS of patients undergoing resection for CRLM in the setting of EHMD was 34.4 mo, with estimated 3-, 5-, and 10-year survival rates of 49%, 28%, and 10%, respectively, with the combined use of effective chemotherapy and surgery [163] . Therefore, complete resection of concomitant hepatic and EHMD significantly prolongs survival.
Some studies have hypothesized that the location of the EHMD affects the prognosis [162, 163, 165, 166] . Patients with minimal liver disease and EHMD of the lungs had the best outcomes, while those with peritoneal and lymph node metastases were associated with the worst prognosis. In a population-based study, the results showed that the OS time for CRC patients with isolated liver, lung, bone, and brain metastases was 16, 20, 7, and 5 mo, respectively [162] . The 3-and 5-year OS rates were 58% and 26% for pulmonary EHMD, 37% and 17% for peritoneal EHMD, and 35% and 15% for lymph nodal metastases; the combined relative risk of death after 5 years was 1.49 for lung EHMD, 1.59 for peritoneal EHMD, and 1.70 for lymph nodal EHMD [165] . The results of a retrospective study further showed that the survival time of patients with perihepatic lymph node metastases was significantly shorter than that for those patients without it (recurrence-free survival: 5.3 mo vs 13.8 mo; OS: 20.5 mo vs 71.3 mo). The median OS was significantly longer in patients with para-aortic compared to hepatoduodenal ligament lymph node metastases (58.2 mo vs 15.5 mo). Patients with three or more perihepatic lymph node metastases had a significantly worse median OS than those with one or two (16.3 mo vs 25.4 mo) [166] . These findings suggest that there are marked differences in survival depending on which lymph nodes are involved.
The survival rates of patients who underwent resection were much higher than those of patients who only received chemotherapy [142, 167] . However, unresectability of EHMD is a contraindication for curative LR, as it is extremely likely to result in a poor prognosis [163] .
November 26, 2018|Volume 6|Issue 14| Xu F et al . Surgery for colorectal liver metastases challenge. Curative resection is the best treatment option to prolong the survival, but further work is needed to better identify patients who are likely to benefit the most from surgery. With the help of modern multimodality therapy such as effective systemic chemotherapy, an aggressive oncosurgical approach should be implemented as it has the possibility of achieving a cure even when EHMD is present in patients with CRLM. In some strictly selected patients, liver transplantation may be a potential treatment option. We propose a simple flow chart to help in planning out the treatment of patients with CRLM (Figure 1 ). Thus, the resectability of EHMD should be evaluated before the surgical treatment of CRLM. Chua et al [168] considered that neoadjuvant chemotherapy could be used as a tool to assess the biological characteristics of a tumor. If a tumor has a positive response to chemotherapy, the patients may be selected for surgery of the liver and EHMD [168] . The scoring system also may be helpful to measure whether the EHMD should be resected. A predictive model was constructed by Adam et al [169] to select the appropriate candidates, and the five prognostic factors found were as follows: absence of isolated lung metastases, carcinoembryonic antigen level ≥ 10 ng/mL, CRLM ≥ 6 at the time of diagnosis, EHMD concomitant with CRLM recurrence, and the location of the primary tumor in the right colon [169] . The 5-year OS was 64% in the patients without all of these factors, whereas the presence of 4-5 factors reduced the 5-year OS to nil. They also built a risk scoring system in which three factors, LM size, EHMD site, and number of LM, were assigned 1 point each [169] . They found that the patients whose risk score was 3 had the worst outcomes, similar to those who received chemotherapy alone. The patients whose risk score was nil had the best outcome, similar to patients with resectable LM without EHMD. Even those at low risk can achieve a relatively long survival.
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In summary, these recent studies provide some evidence that CRLM with concurrent EHMD can be resected to yield promising medium-and long-term survival; thus, it should no longer be considered an absolute contraindication to curative surgery in selected CRLM patients.
CONCLUSION
Treatment of patients with CRLM is still a major clinical 
